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Background

The below report is designed to demonstrate PR 
results achieved for the GCVA over Q2 2021, as well 

as compare these results with both the previous 

period and year-on-year, and give an indicative view 

of how PR is positively impacting the GCVA’s search 

visibility and organic traffic. 



Inputs and Activities

Between April-June 2021, we produced / used a range of materials to engage target audiences and meet 
communications objectives:

• 1 campaign: State of the Nation Whitepaper 2021

• 4 press releases: State of the Nation 2021 release 1 | State of the Nation release 2 | Conference announcement release | 
State of the Nation release 3 | Hall of Fame Announcement press release

• 1 blog: Conference announcement blog 



Outputs

Earned outputs

• Total coverage: 33

• Print coverage: 1

• Online coverage: 32

• Links: 7

• Coverage highlights: The Grocer (29,582) | TechRegister (23,000) | Government 

Business (10,000) | Direct Commerce (6,880)



Standout coverage



Standout coverage



Outputs

Quality of outputs:

Total reach of PR coverage: 913,037

Average backlink domain authority: 32/100

Trust and citation scores:

Total reach of PR coverage - as 
measured from the media titles 
in which coverage has 
appeared – remains high, 
bolstered by a high volume of 
coverage in key vertical media. 

Trust and Citation flow, while 
still up on 2020, have dipped 
slightly since Q1. This could be 
due to a number of reasons, but 
is likely to be due to old links 
either being removed from the 
site, or no longer working. 



Out-takes

Organic search visibility

As you can see from the graph pulled from SEMrush, organic traffic has risen steadily 
throughout the quarter following a dip in early April, and now sits at among the highest 

levels seen since the site changeover. 



Out-takes

Backlink profile – referring domains 

The site’s backlink profile – indicating the volume and value of links pointing back to the 
site, has risen steadily over the past quarter, with referring domains at an all-time high 

and a particular spike seen in May / June, co-inciding with the outreach of the State of 

the Nation 2021 whitepaper. 



Thank you


